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Dear Chair Wilson and Members of the Committee: 

I am Alice Wilkerson, Executive Director of Advance Maryland and I’m testifying in support of 

HB 904, the Energy Saving Act. At Advance Maryland, our vision is a Maryland with thriving, healthy and 

inclusive communities where all Marylanders have access to opportunity, including safe and affordable 

housing, economic prosperity, quality healthcare, reliable transportation, a restorative justice system, 

and a livable future. We support SB689 because it will deliver more energy efficiency savings to the rate 

payers who pay into the program, especially low-income households, and it aligns our energy efficiency 

incentives with the state’s greenhouse gas reduction goals.  

As a recipient of EmPOWER rebates myself, I wanted to talk about my direct experience with the 

program, which I have utilized twice since 2013. The first time I used the program everything was new to 

me. I had heard of an energy audit but didn’t really understand how it worked or how comprehensive it 

was. I contacted a contractor through PEPCO, they handled all the paperwork and I paid the discounted 

$100 rate for the energy audit on my 1930s era home. The audit utilized a blower system to identify air 

leakage and infiltration, evaluated my heating and cooling system and water heater for efficiency, and 

provided me with a detailed analysis of my home’s energy use. Some of the issues were simple fixes 

such as caulking and weatherstripping, while others were more expensive like insulation and a new air 

conditioning system. One of the most helpful parts of the audit was learning which problems were the 

most important (lack of insulation), and which improvements would lead to the biggest efficiency gains. 

It also identified up to $2,000 in rebates that I was eligible for. In the end, I wound up installing 

insulation myself and spent a lot of time learning how to use a caulk gun.  

Fast forward to 2021, after moving to a new home, I again utilized the EmPOWER program for 

an energy audit for my 1970s era house. This audit performed the same type of analysis and again 

identified weatherization and energy efficiency improvements we could make. This time, the type and 

extent of insulation we needed was beyond our ability to DIY, and we took advantage of the $2,181 in 



rebates, which covered 50% of the total insulation cost. The audit also evaluated the air exchange in our 

house and determined we had unhealthy air circulation rates and recommended installation of a whole 

home exhaust. It’s safe to say that without the audit we wouldn’t have prioritized the insulation and 

would have likely replaced our windows instead when the windows are actually in good condition. We 

also wouldn’t have known about the need to improve air circulation.  

The rebate process was exceptionally smooth and fast. The company who did the audit and 

installed the insulation filed all of the rebate paperwork for us and we simply cashed the rebate check 

when it arrived a few weeks later.  We have seen a reduction in our heating and cooling bills following 

the energy efficiency improvements, as well as increased comfort in multiple rooms. 

I’ve enclosed a copy of the 2021 EmPOWER rebate form that outlines the projects that were 

rebate eligible. I’m happy to discuss my experience with any members of the committee. Thank you for 

your time. We request a favorable report on HB 904. 
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